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ABSTRACT: Multicomponent or high-entropy ceramics show unique
combinations of mechanical, electrical, and chemical properties of importance
in coating applications. However, generalizing controllable thin-film processes
for these complex materials remains a challenge. Here, understoichiometric
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr, 0.12 ≤ x ≤ 0.30) films were
deposited on Si(100) substrates at 400 °C by reactive magnetron sputtering
using single elemental targets. The influence of ion energy during film growth
was investigated by varying the negative substrate bias voltage from ∼10 V
(floating potential) to 130 V. The nitrogen content for the samples determined
by elastic recoil detection analysis varied from 34.9 to 43.8 at. % (0.12 ≤ x ≤
0.30), and the metal components were near-equimolar and not affected by the
bias voltage. On increasing the substrate bias, the phase structures of
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, or Mo) films evolved from a polycrystalline
fcc phase to a (002) preferred orientation along with a change in surface
morphology from faceted triangular features to a dense and smooth structure with nodular mounds. All the four series of
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films exhibited increasing intrinsic stress with increasing negative bias. The maximum
compressive stress reached ∼3.1 GPa in Hf- and Cr-containing films deposited at −130 V. The hardness reached a maximum value
of 28.0 ± 1.0 GPa at a negative bias ≥100 V for all the four series of films. The effect of bias on the mechanical properties of
(TiNbZrMe)N1−x films can thus guide the design of protective high-entropy nitride films.
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1. INTRODUCTION

High-entropy alloys (HEAs) constitute a large family of single-
phase alloys comprising five or more elements in equal or near-
equal proportion (5−35 at. % for each).1,2 HEAs have been
gradually extended to high-entropy ceramics by replacing or
adding non-metal elements, such as nitrogen, carbon, boron,
and oxygen. High-entropy nitride (HEN)3 thin films are
attracting interest as diffusion barrier layers,4 electrical contact
material, hard wear-resistant coatings,5 as well as corrosion-
resistant coatings to withstand harsh environments.6,7 They
offer more design possibilities than traditional binary and
ternary nitrides and carbides. The majority of single-phase
HEN films have so far been synthesized by cathodic arc
deposition and sputtering techniques using a single compound
target4,6,8 or segmented7,9 as well as mosaic targets10 in mixed
argon/nitrogen atmospheres. This includes material systems of
HENs with metal components from (Ti, Zr, Hf, V, Nb, Ta, Mo
and W) to late 3d-transition metals (Cr, Mn, Co, Fe, Cu, and
Ni) plus the main-group elements Al and Si.3 The strategy to
replace or add more transition-metal components shows the

diversity in designing HEAs,11−13 including HEN thin
films.14−17

However, generalizing the knowledge gained by metal
replacement in HENs is a challenge since the films are
produced under different process conditions. In particular,
target power, deposition temperature, and substrate bias play
an important role in the microstructure and properties of the
films. Substrate biasing is commonly used to control the
acceleration and thereby the bombardment of ionized species
for tuning film density, intrinsic stress, and texture in other
binary and ternary transition nitride systems.18,19 In addition,
when single compound targets are used to grow HEN films, it
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is challenging to control the compositional variation of
individual components.
In earlier studies, we investigated (TiNbZrTa)N films using

several single-element targets.7,20 Here, we study the system-
atic replacement of Nb with three other metal targets: Hf, Mo,
or Cr. These metals were chosen because they have different
nitride formation abilities21 as well as different atomic size and
mass. In this way, understoichiometric high-entropy
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films were
deposited on Si(100) substrates at a fixed temperature of 400
°C using reactive magnetron sputtering. Single-element targets
were used to control the film composition when varying the
different process parameters. Systematic investigations of the
microstructure and mechanical properties were carried out for
the four different material systems when varying the substrate
bias voltage from floating potential to −130 V.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
High-entropy (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo or Cr) films were
deposited on Si(100) substrates using magnetron sputtering in an
ultrahigh vacuum chamber22 (base pressure <10−7 Pa) with elemental
targets (Ti, Zr, Ta, and Me; Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) with a diameter
of 50.8 mm. The distance between the targets and the substrate
holder was approximately 140 mm. The substrate holder was
maintained at 400 °C with a constant rotation of 20 rpm. A substrate
bias was applied during deposition between a floating value (approx.
Vfl ≈ −10 V) to Vbias = −130 V. The discharge power applied to each
target was adjusted individually to achieve an equimolar composition
(details are given in Table S1). To attain a fixed total composition of
the three common components Ti, Zr, and Ta, the total applied
power on these three targets was fixed at 305 ± 2 W with individual
target powers close to 130 W (Ti), 105 W (Zr), and 70 W (Ta),
respectively. The power on the Me target was adjusted to 73 W (Hf),
115 W (Nb), 74 W (Mo), and 65 W (Cr) based on their different
sputtering yields to achieve an equimolar content at floating potential
but fixed for each set. The total gas flow of the Ar/N2 mixture was
kept at 65 sccm corresponding to a total pressure of 0.47 Pa (3.5
mTorr). The ratio of Ar/N2 in the working gas mixture was adjusted
for each material system to get a similar nitrogen content in the films.
The flow ratio of reactive nitrogen, f rgas = N2/(Ar + N2), was set to
4.1% for films that contained a strong nitride former (Hf or Nb) and
f rgas = 5.4% for the films that contained a relatively weak nitride
former (Mo or Cr).
Silicon (100) substrates with a size of 10 × 10 mm2 were cleaned

sequentially with acetone and ethanol in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min
and finally blow-dried with nitrogen gas. For each deposition, the
substrates were preheated for at least 30 min to obtain a
homogeneous temperature. The deposition time was 15 min for all
the films.
The elemental compositions of the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf,

Nb, Mo, or Cr) films were determined using energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry (EDS, Oxford Instruments X-Max) and time-of-flight
elastic recoil detection analysis (ToF-ERDA) measurements. ToF-
ERDA measurements were performed using a 40 MeV 127I9+ beam at
a 67.5° incidence relative to the surface normal and a 45° recoil
angle.23 The data were analyzed using the simulation code Potku.24

The content of the light elements nitrogen and oxygen was
determined from ToF-ERDA, whereas the content of metals was
determined by a combination of EDS and ToF-ERDA due to the
overlap between Zr and Nb and between Hf and Ta in ToF-ERDA
coincidence mappings. The relative accuracy in obtaining the
concentration of light elements by ToF-ERDA is better than 1.0 at.
% given sufficient statistics, with high absolute accuracy demonstrated
for nitrides.25

The X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy (XANES)
spectra were measured at the Ta 2p and Hf 2p edges using a Si(111)
crystal pair in the double-crystal monochromator with a Pt-coated Si
focusing mirror at the wiggler beamline BALDER on the 3 GeV

electron storage ring at MAX IV in Lund, Sweden. The energy
resolution at the Ta 2p and Hf 2p edges of the beamline
monochromator was 2.0 eV and energy steps of 0.25 eV were used
during the XANES measurements. The samples were positioned with
a 45° incidence and exit angles and the fluorescence yield was
measured using a seven-element silicon drift detector. The spot size
on the samples was optimized for sufficient spatial resolution to H ×
V = 50 μm × 60 μm. The reference sample, metallic film TiZrTaHf,
and fully nitride film (TiZrTaHf)N were synthesized with optimized
deposition parameters at 400 °C and a bias condition of −100 V.

The crystal structure was evaluated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) θ−
2θ measurements with a PANalytical X’Pert Pro diffractometer in a
Bragg−Brentano geometry using a Cu Kα X-ray source. The lattice
parameters c (perpendicular to the substrate) and a (parallel to the
substrate) were examined by θ−2θ measurements but with a tilted ψ
to probe the inclined planes of (002) grains in the films (see the
configuration in Supporting Information Figure S1). Pole figure and
stress measurements were performed with an X-ray diffractometer
(Malvern Panalytical Empyrean) in a configuration using a 0.2°
capillary X-ray lens collimator as the primary optics and a parallel
plate collimator (0.27°) as the secondary optics. The collection time
was 0.88 s/step and step sizes of 2 and 2.5° were chosen to acquire
data for pole figure measurements along rotation (φ) and tilt (ψ)
directions in the range from 0 to 360° and from 0 to 80°, respectively.

The residual film stress was investigated using the wafer curvature
method, which determines the in-plane residual stress of the film
deposited on Si(100) substrates, based on the Stoney equation26

M t
R t6f

s s
2

s f
σ =

·
·

where Ms is the biaxial modulus of Si(100), 180 GPa, Rs is the
substrate curvature, tf and ts are the thicknesses of the film and
substrate, respectively. To determine Rs, the shift of the Si(002) peak
at a set of symmetrical positions with a distance of 1 mm from the
center of the samples in the x direction was measured by omega scans,
which were performed using an X-ray diffractometer (Malvern
Panalytical Empyrean).

Top-view and cross-sectional surface morphologies of the films
were examined using a scanning electron microscope (LEO Gemini
1550, Zeiss), with an acceleration voltage of 5.0 kV. A Bruker
Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope operated in tapping mode
was used to measure the roughness of each film. The lateral grain size
(i.e., in-plane size of grains) was determined by analyses of AFM
micrographs using the software ImageJ.27

The hardness and elastic modulus of the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me =
Hf, Nb, Mo or Cr) films were determined by nanoindentation
measurements (Triboindenter TI 950) performed using a Berkovich
diamond tip with an apex radius of 100 nm. The indentation
measurements were carried out in load-controlled mode using a force
of 1200 μN for 30−40 nm indentation depth and 36 indents per
sample. The hardness and reduced elastic modulus were deduced
using the Oliver and Pharr method.28 The electrical resistivity was
acquired by multiplying the sheet resistances of the films measured
with the four-point-probe measurement technique using a Jandel
RM3000 station and thickness obtained from cross-sectional SEM.
The uncertainties of resistivity from statistics of thickness are within 5
μΩ cm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Deposition Strategies. We first outline the strategy

to control the deposition using four single-element targets,
replacing Nb by Hf, Mo, or Cr. Under the floating potential
condition, the nitrogen flow ratio was adjusted to achieve as
similar nitrogen content as possible in the four series of films.
The target power of Hf, Nb, Mo, and Cr was optimized to get
near-equimolar composition, based on their different sputter-
ing yields (Cr > Hf > Mo > Nb29) and timely feedback of
composition from EDS measurements. Following this opti-
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mization, f rgas was set to 4.1% for Hf- and Nb-containing films
and 5.4% for Mo- and Cr-containing films; then, the gas flow
ratio and the power of all targets were kept constant when
applying different biases (see Table S1). The substrate bias was
varied from floating to −60, −100, and −130 V for the Hf and
Cr series. For the Hf- and Cr-containing films, no significant
improvement induced by substrate bias was observed when
increasing the negative bias from 100 to 130 V. Therefore, the
bias was only varied to −100 V for the Nb- and Mo-containing
films.
3.2. Composition. Figure 1 is a plot of the chemical

composition of the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or
Cr) films deposited under different substrate bias conditions;
all numerical values are provided in the Supporting
Information, Table S1. The metal content in all four series
of films is nearly equimolar, and the contents of the three
common metals (Ti, Zr, and Ta) are similar regardless of the
Nb substitution. The nitrogen content in the films varied
between 34.9 and 43.8 at. %, indicating that all the
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x films are understoichiometric in nitrogen
with 0.12 ≤ x ≤ 0.30 In addition, the oxygen content measured
by ERDA is less than 0.5 at. % for all samples. With an increase
of negative bias, the nitrogen content decreases by 2.0−3.5 at.
% for the Nb-, Mo-, and Cr-containing films but remains
constant in the Hf-containing films. The nitrogen content in
Hf-containing films is about 2−3 at. % percent higher than that
of corresponding Nb-containing films deposited at the same
bias condition. Mo-containing films have higher nitrogen
content compared to corresponding Cr-containing films. These
trends can be correlated to the formation enthalpy of binary
nitrides at 400 °C (deposition temperature), that is, Hf (−1.61
eV/atom) > Nb (−0.90 eV/atom) > Mo (−0.33 eV/atom) >
Cr (−0.16 eV/atom).21 A higher formation enthalpy of the
nitride of the substitutional metal means that a higher ratio of
nitrogen in the plasma is needed to achieve the same nitrogen
content in film.

3.3. Crystal Structure and Microstructure. 3.3.1. Float-
ing Potential. Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo or Cr) films as a function
of applied bias. At floating potential, the Hf-, Nb-, and Mo-
containing films are polycrystalline. The five peaks close to 35,
41, 59, 71, and 74°, respectively, can be attributed to an fcc

Figure 1. Composition for the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films measured by a combination of ERDA and EDS.

Figure 2. θ−2θ X-ray diffractograms of the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me =
Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films deposited on Si(100) at different applied
biases.
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NaCl-type phase structure. The Cr-containing film exhibits an
(002) preferred orientation of the fcc phase with a peak
located at 41°. The observed orientation in these four films is
related to the mobility of incoming metal adatoms (Ead = ETi +
EZr + ETa + EMe). The deposition temperature is the same in all
cases, and the flux and energy from the common metal species
(Ti, Zr, and Ta) in the four series are approximately constant
considering that the individual power of the corresponding
targets does not vary much. Therefore, the difference in
adatom mobility mainly depends on the energy of the Me flux
(Hf, Nb, Mo, and Cr).
3.3.2. Bias Conditions. For higher applied (negative)

substrate bias, a (002) preferred orientation of the
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb or Mo) films is developed
(Figure 2). The 002 peaks are shifted to lower 2θ angles
(larger d spacings), and the other peaks (111), (220), (311),
and (222) are suppressed when increasing the substrate bias
voltage. Compared to the films deposited at floating potential,
an additional contribution to the adatom mobility is induced
by the increased argon ion energy with increasing substrate
bias voltage and the corresponding transferred energy. The
adatom mobility is then determined by the efficiency of
momentum transfer in collisions. A smaller mass difference
between bombarding species and growth species yields a more
efficient momentum transfer.30 Increased ion acceleration is
commonly used to alter the orientation of sputter-deposited
films from (111) to (001) for an fcc structure, for binary early
transition-metal nitrides such as TiN,18 ternary nitrides such as
Ti0.5Al0.5N,

19 or multicomponent HENs (AlCrMoSiTi)N31

and (AlCrNbYZr)N.32 In the present work, the mass
differences (Dmass = MMe − MAr) between Me and Ar species
are Hf (Dmass = 138), Mo (Dmass = 56), Nb (Dmass = 53), and
Cr (Dmass = 12), respectively. The mass differences indicate, for
example, that deposited Cr atoms are more affected by Ar-ion
bombardment compared to the other three substitutional
metals. Generally, the ion bombardment may result in denser
films with smooth surfaces but may also result in
correspondingly high compressive stresses or re-sputtering, as
will be discussed in next sections.
3.3.3. Structural Distortion. Figure 3 presents lattice

parameters and unit cell volume measured for the (002)
grains in (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films
versus applied bias. Based on the location of (002) and (111)
peaks, lattice parameters and unit cell volume were calculated
for the films (see Figure S1). All films thus exhibit a distorted
cubic structure, where the cell parameter along the growth
direction c increases from 4.36 to 4.53 Å and the in-plane cell
parameter a decreases from 4.41 to 4.22 Å (Figure 3a) with
increasing applied substrate bias. As shown in Figure 3b, the
calculated cell volume remains constant for all the four series
regardless of the bias conditions, indicating that the cubic
structure is distorted and elongated in the growth direction
(see Figure 3c). In addition, the unit-cell volume values of the
four series are in agreement with the atomic radius of specific
substitution metal: Hf (1.75 Å) > Nb (1.64 Å) > Mo (1.54 Å)
> Cr (1.39 Å).
The degree of distortion for the cubic structure is correlated

with the gradually increasing residual stress. Figure 3d shows
the measured residual stress as a function of substrate bias for
the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films. The
stress in all four series of films increases with increasing
substrate bias. A maximum compressive stress of approximately
−3.1 GPa is reached in Hf- and Cr-containing films deposited

at −130 V. The increasing trend of compressive stress is
consistent with that of measured lattice parameters from the
dominant (002) grains in the films (Figure 3a).
For these polycrystalline films deposited at a relatively low

temperature, the residual stress is dominated by the intrinsic
stress, which is generally induced during the sputtering process.
The stress contributions, that is, growth stress and coherency
stress, can be influenced by various factors during sputter-
ing,33−36 including film thickness, nitrogen flux, and argon and
ion bombardment. The energetic ion bombardment during
deposition is here expected to be the primary reason for the
observed intrinsic stress. The structural deformation induced
by ion bombardment was similar for all the four series of films
and resulted in increased compressive residual stress.
The local unoccupied electronic structures were investigated

for the Hf-containing high-entropy series by XANES. Figure 4a
shows a series of Ta 2p3/2 XANES data of the TiZrTaHf
nitride films deposited with different substrate biases in
comparison to spectra of reference films. The spectra are
dominated by a strong white line at 9881.0 eV due to 2p → 5d
dipole transitions while a broader feature appears at 9925−
9935 eV, consistent with previous measurements at the Ta
2p3/2 absorption edge.37 The energy position Eo of the white
line as measured by the maximum of the first derivative for Ta
metal is 9881.0 eV at the 2p3/2-edge. For comparison, the
energy position of the Ta 2p3/2-edge step increased by 2.7 to
9883.7 eV for the metallic film, by 1 to 9884.7 eV, for
understoichiometric (TiZrTaHf)N, and finally by 0.9 to
9885.6 eV for the stoichiometric film. The high-energy shift
reflects increasing charge transfer from the Ta atoms that
obtain a higher valency compared to Ta metal. For the Ta-
containing films deposited at different bias, there are no
observable energy shifts or changes in the spectral shapes.
Figure 4b shows Hf 2p3/2 XANES data. The spectra are

dominated by a strong white line at 9561.0 eV due to 2p →5d
dipole transitions, while a broader feature appears at 9605−
9615 eV, consistent with earlier studies at the Hf 2p3/2.

38,39 In
comparison to the reference line at 9561.0 eV, the energy

Figure 3. (a) Lattice parameter a and c values and (b) unit cell
volume for (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films; (c)
schematic illustration of the elongated atomic structure of high-
entropy nitride. (d) Residual stress measured using the wafer
curvature method.
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position Eo of the Hf 2p3/2-edge increased by 3.2 to 9564.2 eV
for the metallic film, by 1.2 to 9565.4 eV for the
understoichiometric film, and by 0.4 to 9565.8 eV for the
stoichiometric reference films. The trend in the energy shifts is
similar to those at the Ta edge with no observable energy shifts
or changes of the spectral shapes for different substrate biases.
This shows that the local chemical bonding is similar regardless
of any structural distortion induced by the substrate bias.
3.3.4. Pole Figures. To further investigate the effect of

element substitution on the texture evolution, pole figures of
corresponding planes, that is, (111) and (002), were acquired
(Figure 5) for the four series deposited on Si at a negative bias
of 100 V. All the films exhibited a fiber-texture with a (002)
out-of-plane orientation. The {111} pole exhibited a broad ring
of uniform intensity, indicating that the majority of grains grow
in the same direction out of plane but randomly distributed in
all directions in-plane. The texture of the Cr-containing film is
not as strong as it is for Hf-, Nb-, and Mo-containing films,
which is related to the crystallinity of the corresponding films.
On the other hand, both {002} and {111} poles of Hf- and Cr-
containing films show more diffuse characteristics compared to

the poles of Nb- and Mo-containing films, in agreement with a
more disordered crystalline feature and higher compressive
stress in Hf- and Cr-containing films (Figure 3).

3.3.5. Morphology. Figure 6 shows the top-view and cross-
sectional SEM images of the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb,
Mo, or Cr) films deposited at different substrate biases. The
development of surface morphology is in good agreement with
the texture evolution of the presented XRD patterns with
increasing ion energy (Figure 2). The Hf-, Nb-, and Mo-
containing films deposited at floating substrate conditions
show faceted triangular features and underdense columnar
growth structures owing to dominant 111 grains with a three-
fold symmetry. A dense and smooth surface with fine grains is
observed at Vbias = −100 V, where a dominant 002 texture has
been developed. This microstructure evolution with increasing
bias results from the orientation of sputter-deposited films
changed from (111) to (001). Faceting typically occurs when
the grains are terminated by the planes of lowest crystallo-
graphic growth rate, that is, a 111 plane for an fcc structure.40

The Cr-containing film shows a morphology with nodular
grains with a size of ∼100 nm at floating potential and

Figure 4. Normalized Ta L-edge (a) and Hf L-edge (b) absorption spectra for TiZrTaHf nitride films deposited at floating potential and bias of
−60, −100, −130 V, as well as three reference samples: metallic TiZrTaHf, stoichiometric (TiZrTaHf)N, and binary HfN films.

Figure 5. (a−d) 002 and 111 pole figures of the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, Cr) films deposited at an applied bias of −100 V.
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eventually becomes fully dense and smooth when Vbias ≤ −100
V. Note that the thickness of the four series is lower than 500
nm and decreases with the increasing applied bias (see Table
S1).
The surface roughness can be tuned by varying the energy of

the impinging ions for all the four series. Figure 7a,b displays

the roughness and lateral grain size estimated by AFM for
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo or Cr) films. Analysis of
the AFM surface morphology (Figure S2) shows that the root
mean square roughness Rrms decreases from ∼7.0 to <1.0 nm
with increasing applied bias. Rrms reaches a minimum of 0.5 nm
for the (TiZrTaCr)N1−x film deposited at Vbias = −130 V. The
lateral grain size is reduced with an increased substrate bias for

all the four series samples. In the cases of Hf-, Nb-, and Mo-
containing films, the lateral grain size varies from ∼55 nm (at
floating substrate potential) to ∼30 nm (Vbias ≤ −100 V),
whereas the corresponding values for the Cr-containing film
are 99 nm (deposited at floating potential) and 33 nm (Vbias =
−130 V).

3.4. Mechanical Properties. Figure 8 shows the nano-
indentation hardness (H) and the reduced elastic modulus (Er)
for (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films as a
function of applied bias. Both H and Er show a similar
increasing trend with increasing substrate bias. The hardness
reaches a maximum value of 28.0 ± 1.0 GPa at Vbias ≤ −100 V

Figure 6. Top-view and cross-sectional SEM images of (TiZrTaMe)N1−x [Me = Hf (a−d), Nb (e−g), Mo (h−j), or Cr(k−n)] films deposited on
Si(100) with different applied biases. Note that films at −130 V bias were only deposited for Hf and Cr (see Section 3.1 in the main text).

Figure 7. Roughness(a) and grain size (b) measured by AFM for
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films as a function of
applied bias.

Figure 8. Hardness (a) and reduced elastic modulus, Er (b) for
(TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr) films as a function of
applied bias.
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for all the four series of films. The Hf-containing films
deposited at Vbias = −100 V and −130 V present a similar Er
value near ∼260.0 GPa. In the series of Cr-containing films, the
film deposited at Vbias = −130 V even shows a smaller Er than
the film deposited at Vbias = −100 V, indicating that the bias
voltage (Vbias < −100 V) does not significantly improve the
mechanical properties. Furthermore, at Vbias ≤ −100 V, metal
substitution does not induce a significant increase in hardness
and elastic modulus compared with recent reports on HEN
films showing values of 18−27 GPa.9,20,32 The hardness value
of 28 GPa for the (TiZrTaMe)N1−x nitride film deposited at
Vbias = −100 V is significantly improved by ion bombardment
but a bit lower than that of the (HfTaTaTiVZr)N coating
deposited at Vbias = −50 V (33.4 GPa).41 The hardening at a
higher negative bias is due to the densification of the films and
increasing compressive stress.
3.5. Electrical Properties. The room-temperature elec-

trical resistivities of (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo or
Cr) films are given in Table S1. The resistivity of Hf- and Cr-
containing films are approximately 200 μΩ cm regardless of
the microstructural variations induced by substrate bias.
However, the resistivity of the Nb and Mo series decreases
as a function of bias from 279 to 168 μΩ cm and from 349 to
96 μΩ cm, respectively. This may be correlated with the
variation in nitrogen content of about 5 at. % in both series.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of ion-energy bombardment on the microstructural
evolution of TiZrTa-based HEN films were studied.
Composition analysis, using a combination of EDS and ToF-
ERDA, showed that the nitrogen content for all the samples
varied from 34.9 to 43.8 at. %, indicating that all the TiZrTa-
based nitride films were understoichiometric (0.12 ≤ x ≤ 0.32)
and that the metal components were near-equimolar and not
significantly affected by bias voltage. When increasing the
negative bias voltage from floating to ≥100 V, the
TiZrTaMeN1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, or Mo) films evolved from a
polycrystalline randomly oriented fcc phase to a (002)
preferred orientation. The surface morphologies changed
from faceted triangular mounds to dense and smooth
structures. All (TiZrTaMe)N1−x (Me = Hf, Nb, Mo, or Cr)
films exhibited increased compressive stress on increasing the
negative applied bias. A maximum compressive stress of
around −3.1 GPa was observed in Hf- and Cr-containing films
deposited at a bias of −130 V. The hardness reaches a
maximum value of 28.0 GPa at Vbias ≥ 100 V for all the four
series of films. Our results show that the effect of metal
substitution and ion energy significantly influence the micro-
structure evolution and should therefore guide the design of
protective HEN films.
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